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LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT
The secret is out. Colorado is thriving.
The quality of life, rapid economic
growth, and natural beauty makes this a
great place to live, learn, work, and play.
As Colorado’s leader in education, UNC
is committed to bringing together the state’s
diverse ideas, voices, and people to shape what
it means to earn a college degree. We must
empower our university to intentionally confront and define the future of
higher education through creative and collaborative hard work.
When I joined UNC as its thirteenth president in July 2018, one thing was
clear — UNC and our broader community desired direction and purpose. We
are certainly committed to our students but many among us saw a university
adrift in a changing higher education landscape. We all agreed that UNC’s
status quo must change.
We began by ensuring that more voices receive representation in institutional
conversations. We opened our financial processes to broaden everyone’s
understanding of the budget. We developed campus-wide task forces and began
to reorganize our work and strategies to better support strategic enrollment
and student success. And most recently, we engaged our campus in identifying
the elements that will define our future. Over many months of listening and
dialogue with thousands of voices and perspectives, a new vision for UNC has
emerged.
The vision for 2030 defines our direction through the decade ahead. We
must row together, toward a destination where students come first. Where we
embrace our differences. Where we share a high quality of life and work. Where
creative and scholarly pursuits couple with ingenuity and collaboration. And
where the geographic borders of our campus do not limit the extent of our
influence.
UNC is ready to answer who we are, what we will become, and most
importantly how we will serve our students in the future. I ask you to join me
on this journey.
Rowing, Not Drifting

Andy Feinstein
UNC President
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OUR COMMUNITY
The students of today, and those whom UNC will recruit
in the future, have high expectations for their education and
careers. They are attuned to the social and cultural challenges
facing society and through technology, are globally-connected
and informed. They are as tenacious and resilient as they
are intelligent and creative. Many are first in their family to
attend college. Many hold diverse and intersecting identities.
Many come to UNC with a goal to change the social and
economic condition of their family and the world. All deserve
to succeed.
No institution in Colorado is better suited to understand
and provide the learning environment for these students
to thrive than UNC. We share the traits and identity of
our students in an authentic way. And yet, these students
deserve an institution not just like them — but for them. An
institution that puts their learning first in all aspects of the
organization.
Rowing, Not Drifting 2030 is the map to keep UNC on track
over the next decade. It is the direction and accountability
that will ensure UNC puts students first. We have the
purpose and the people, now we have the plan.
Learn more about UNC’s community and our students
at unco.edu/about.
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UNC is a community
of students and
scholars like Yessica
Elena Rodriguez.
Yessica came to UNC
with the dream of
becoming a pediatric
pulmonologist,
inspired by the health
issues she faced as a child. A McNair
Scholar, she is a first-generation Latina
pursuing a degree in Biology with a
pre-health emphasis, and a double
minor in Chemistry and Sociology. In
addition to her rigorous academic load,
she serves as the President of Mortar
Board; Vice President of TriBeta; is an
Undergraduate Research Lab Assistant
in the Ornithology (Bird) Lab; a Senator
in Student Senate; an Ambassador;
a Peer Mentor; and Secretary of
the Chemistry Club, the Pre-Health
Professionals Club, and the Society for
Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanic
and Native Americans in Science.

SNAPSHOT OF OUR COMMUNITY
*Numbers taken from Fall 2019 census

FALL 2019 ENROLLMENT

UNC’S COMBINED STUDENT
POPULATION IDENTIFIES AS

12,242

undergraduate and graduate students
9,326 UNDERGRADUATES
7,921 Colorado residents
1,405 non-residents

CAMPUS COMMUNITY
3,772 TOTAL EMPLOYEES*
Faculty and Staff 1,803
Students 1,969
*as of October 2019

65.7% White
20% Latinx
4% Multiracial
3.7% African American
2.4% Temporary U.S. Residents
2.1% Asian
1.5% Unknown
.4% Native American
.2% Hawai’ian/Pacific Islander

2,916 GRADUATE STUDENTS
1,888 Colorado residents
1,028 non-residents

40% of UNDERGRADUATE students identify
as FIRST-GENERATION college students

24% of UNDERGRADUATE
students identify as LATINX

PRIDE POINTS

UNC alumni have performed
in more than 50 BROADWAY
SHOWS.

95% of recent first-year
students said UNC's
VERY GOOD ACADEMIC
REPUTATION influenced their
decision to come to UNC.

MORE THAN A QUARTER of
Colorado’s Teacher of the Year awards
have been given to a UNC graduate.

UNC is a GOLD MILITARY FRIENDLY®
School, one of 40 in the nation, and one of
two in the state of Colorado.

UNC's first-year students are NOTABLY
UNC is ONE OF ONLY THREE Colorado
MORE ALTRUISTIC when compared to
universities to be documented with a
freshmen at peer institutions. 82% of
CARNEGIE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
recent first-year students reported feeling
CLASSIFICATION, which recognizes
it is “very important” or “essential” to
partnerships between institutions of higher
HELP OTHERS who are in difficulty.
education and local and global communities.

According to the National Survey of Student
Engagement, when compared to seniors at peer
institutions, OUR SENIORS REPORT MORE:
• positive interactions with staff, faculty, and students
• experiences with effective teaching practices
• collaborative, higher order, and reflective
and integrative learning

UNC also LEADS PEER INSTITUTIONS in HIGH
IMPACT EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES reported
by seniors. Our seniors report more experiences
with learning communities, service learning, and
internships or field experiences.
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SETTING COURSE
Setting a new university vision began September 18, 2018 when UNC’s
new president Andy Feinstein delivered his first State of the University
address. In his remarks, he called upon the motto of the Class of 1910,
“Rowing, Not Drifting,” referencing the quote etched in the column
of the Horace Mann Gates along 10th Avenue.
Following the 2018 address, President Feinstein and
the newly formed President’s Leadership Council began
regular conversations to address urgent issues facing the
institution. Although challenging at times, the discipline
to address short-term demands through collaboration
and transparency laid the groundwork for UNC's
long-term vision for the future.
The theme of the 2018 address carried
through President Feinstein’s ongoing
communication with campus and in the
planning work led by the President’s
Leadership Council. By fall 2019,
the motto was codified in the
naming of UNC’s new ten-year
strategic vision, Rowing, Not
Drifting 2030.
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“Rowing demands
collaboration.
Tenacity. Coordination.
Persistence. And focus.
It’s hard work. I want
us to be rowers, not
drifters. I want us to
row, together, with
purpose — as faculty
and staff, as students
and community
members, as alumni
and friends of the
university. I want us to
seize opportunities and
anticipate the rapids.”
–ANDY FEINSTEIN,
UNC PRESIDENT
SEPTEMBER 18, 2018

AUGUST–NOVEMBER 2018

JANUARY–MAY 2019

JUNE–AUGUST 2019

SEPTEMBER 2019

OCTOBER 2019

NOVEMBER 2019

• President Feinstein announces formation
of the President’s Leadership Council
• State of the University address calls upon
Class of 1910 motto “Rowing, Not Drifting”
• Formation of campus-wide task forces to
assess UNC’s academic portfolio, student
affairs, and student success
• UNC begins developing a new strategic
enrollment and student success plan
• President Feinstein and CFO Michelle
Quinn host Budget 101 information
sessions

• SESS action teams begin implementing
changes to UNC’s enrollment and student
success operations
• UNC begins organizational design review
to recommend operational efficiencies
• President’s Leadership Council is charged
as the planning steering committee, with
President Feinstein and Provost Mark
Anderson serving as planning co-chairs

• Campus receives the results from
UNC’s organizational design review
with recommendations for operational
improvements and efficiency
• President’s Leadership Council completes
draft vision and shares document with
campus
• Town hall and online survey collect
campus feedback on draft vision
• President’s Leadership Council receives
campus feedback summary to review and
revise the draft vision now titled Rowing,
Not Drifting 2030

• Campus receives task force reports and
recommendations
• Campus provides feedback on proposed
university cost-savings
• UNC rolls out Strategic Enrollment
and Student Success (SESS) plan,
incorporating the work of the task
forces and a campus planning
committee

• State of the University address invites
campus participation in planning
process
• Forums, meetings, and an online survey
collect student, staff, faculty, and
alumni feedback regarding UNC’s future
• The Social Research Lab (SRL)
compiles summary of feedback which
President’s Leadership Council uses to
begin drafting vision

• Planning co-chairs and President’s
Leadership Council refine draft vision
• Board of Trustees and campus receive
final draft ahead of November board
meeting
• Board of Trustees approve and adopt
UNC’s new ten-year vision
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OUR VISION FOR 2030
The University of Northern Colorado will be the institution
that Colorado looks to as the future of higher education.
Our students will experience a personalized
education grounded in liberal arts and infused
with critical and creative inquiry; establish
relationships with faculty and staff that
nurture individual development; gain
the skills and knowledge that provide
upward mobility among alumni;
and share a commitment to
the values of inclusion,
equity, and diversity.
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STUDENTS FIRST
“UNC holds teaching to
a high caliber and holds
research quality to a high
caliber. I love to work with
students and love to bring
what we do with research
into the classroom. It
makes me a better teacher.”
–SCOTT FRANKLIN, PH.D.,
PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

We exist to transform the lives of our students. We focus on all
aspects of their success by making intentional decisions to meet
their needs and the needs of our community.
2030 OUTCOMES:

• UNC is student ready. We know and care about our students, we meet them
where they are and nurture their growth
• We eliminate institutional barriers to our students’ progress
• We are known for excellence in career-readiness evidenced by the
professional achievements and adaptability of our alumni
• We empower students to make a difference through leadership, involvement,
and advocacy
• We acknowledge that all staff and faculty are educators who contribute to our
students’ success

EMPOWER INCLUSIVITY
The diversity within our university and state is a distinct
advantage that we celebrate and nurture. We ensure learning
occurs through meaningful discussion of shared and different
experiences, viewpoints, and ideas.
2030 OUTCOMES:
“My biggest hope and goal
with every student is to
teach them to navigate
this space on their own.
Advising is teaching, and
if we can give students
the resources to solve
problems and think
critically, we will have
not only given them the
foundation for academic
success, but hopefully for
success out in the world.”
–PEPPER MUELLER,
ACADEMIC COACH AND
ADVISOR, SOAR

• UNC celebrates the diverse backgrounds and intersecting identities of our
community members and recognizes that we benefit from the talent and
energy of all students, staff, and faculty
• We reflect upon and learn from the experiences of historically marginalized
communities
• All individuals and perspectives are an integral part of our success and
identity
• Community members engage in robust discussions and share their
experiences, viewpoints, and ideas in respectful ways

ENHANCE & INVEST
The success of students relies on a healthy and strong team.
We provide our staff and faculty with the support they need to
succeed as professionals, educators, and in life. We foster an
environment where their individual well-being and sense of
belonging are vital to our collective success.
2030 OUTCOMES:

• UNC is a desirable place to work where we attract and retain talented staff
and faculty who feel their contributions are valued
• We provide and support personal and professional development opportunities
and recognize those who seek enrichment through learning on and off campus
• Scholarship is an essential part of informed learning occurring in and out of
the classroom
• We share a responsibility to continuously improve campus climate and culture
to ensure a collective sense of belonging
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INNOVATE & CREATE
Learning occurs through critical inquiry, discovery,
and creation. We leverage technology and capitalize on
opportunities to innovate and improve instruction. We
anticipate and address societal needs by transforming the
campus into a creative laboratory that asks questions,
solves problems, and shapes Colorado’s future.
2030 OUTCOMES:

• UNC delivers the highest quality student experience in Colorado
through our personalized approach to instruction
• We provide distinctive educational experiences that address
workforce, environmental, and societal opportunities and
challenges
• We contribute to and benefit from local and regional organizations
to deliver an educational experience that equips students to
successfully transition from college to career
• Students, staff, and faculty engage in a purposeful approach to
supporting creativity and discovery

CONNECT & CELEBRATE
Strong community connections provide authentic
learning experiences and reciprocal partnerships and
collaborations. We set the standard for how engaged
universities enrich the lives of those on campus,
throughout Colorado, and beyond.
2030 OUTCOMES:

• UNC is the first-choice institution for students because of the
quality of our programs, staff, faculty, and strategic relationships
• Our alumni actively support UNC through advocacy, volunteerism,
philanthropy, career advice, and employment opportunities
• Arts, athletics, entertainment, cultural, and intellectual experiences
are gateways to our university
• We leverage our collective voice to promote UNC and Greeley
with pride
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“I continue to be inspired by
my students. They help me to
feel that our future is in good
hands.”
–KEIKO KRAHNKE, PH.D.,
DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND
PROFESSOR, MANAGEMENT
MONFORT COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS

Elsa Yehdego was born
and raised in Axum,
Ethiopia. A firstgeneration student,
she’s majoring in
International Affairs
with an emphasis in
the Middle East and
Africa, and a double
minor in Business Administration
and Recreation, Tourism and
Hospitality. She plans to pursue a
master’s degree in International
Business. “My ultimate career
goal is to create a non-profit
organization that will assist
families in securing housing, food,
and educational opportunities,”
she says.

Quentin Choy, a Political
Science major from O’ahu,
has found a sense of
community at UNC. “It’s
easy to build a personal
community at UNC whether
through clubs, classes, dorm
neighbors, or people you
happen to meet, because a
strong sense of community is something
UNC emphasizes and actively encourages,”
he says. As a first-generation and out-ofstate student, Quentin credits his advisor
in UNC’s Academic Bridge program with
helping him succeed academically.

FROM VISION
TO ACTION
The Board of Trustees approved Rowing, Not Drifting
2030 on November 15, 2019. The President’s Leadership
Council will now shift its attention toward establishing
goals, strategies and actions that operationalize the plan.
A focus on actionable outcomes and institutional
alignment at all levels of the organization will ensure
that Rowing, Not Drifting 2030 remains a living document
that guides UNC’s work to put students first.
Visit unco.edu/president/planning to follow UNC’s
planning progress.

SPRING 2020

• President’s Leadership Council convenes subgroups to draft goals
for each of the five vision elements
• Draft goals shared with campus
• Campus feedback requested in town hall meeting and online survey
• President’s Leadership Council reviews campus feedback and
refines goals
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“I absolutely would not be where
I am now if it wasn’t for my
faculty mentors,” says Jess
Bachman ’19. Her honors thesis
explored Claude Debussy’s
work as a composer, and she
presented her research at the
American Musicological Society
conference. She was also
awarded the School of Music Outstanding
Student for string performance, and is now
pursuing a master’s in musicology. “The
Honors Program at UNC has provided me
with the resources, space, support, and
encouragement to pursue research, writing,
and scholarship at the absolute highest level
in my field.”

JUNE 12, 2020

• Board of Trustees reviews final Rowing, Not
Drifting 2030 goals for immediate implementation
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VISION PLANNING
4 faculty and staff
forums

278 undergraduate
students

2 student forums

222 faculty

Online survey
899 total participants

309 staff

60 graduate students

30 other constituents

VISION ELEMENTS FEEDBACK
383 participants provided survey feedback
regarding the strategic vision elements
123 feedback sheets were collected
during a town hall

ADDITIONAL DATA
Fall 2018 task forces included more than
170 participants
Approximately 800 participants at
Budget 101 sessions

We invite you to visit the strategic planning website for a detailed account of the feedback collected
during the 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 school years. unco.edu/president/planning
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